'BATED BREATH'

THE MUNGENDIE WOODWIND ENSEMBLE TOGETHER WITH
TALWOOD STATE SCHOOL P & C

PRESENT

THE MUNGENDIE EXPLORERS TOUR
CONCERT & LUNCH

12.00PM
THURSDAY 30TH SEPTEMBER 2010
TALWOOD COMMUNITY CENTRE

COST: $10 PER HEAD

The Mungendie Explorers Tour hosts a group of 36 talented musicians touring the border region & on the lookout for true bush hospitality.

The tour is honoured to have the highly respected musician Mark Walton as their conductor who is widely acknowledged as a virtuoso clarinet and saxophone performer, an inspiring teacher and charismatic musician.

Please join us for lunch at midday, followed by the concert which will consist mostly of classical music including a solo or two from the maestro himself Mark Walton!! Mark is also a great entertainer, happy to give kids/adults a quick 'lesson' if anyone plays sax, flute or clarinet or even if they don't.!!

The concert will simply be great fun... we will all be having lots of laughs because we believe music should be fun!!

Please RSVP to Sharlee Webster by 27th September for catering purposes: 07 4677 1239
Enquiries: Emma Montgomery 07 4677 1169